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Schroder Global Sustainable Equity 
 
Market review  

 
Global equities continued to advance during the first quarter, albeit not without considerable volatility, as 
progress on the rollout of vaccines reinforced expectations of a swift rebound in corporate earnings. However, 
one of the key themes of the year so far has been the sharp sell off in bonds, particularly in the US where the 
yield on the 10 year Treasury increased by more than 0.8% to 1.7% following a Democratic “blue sweep” and 
the associated prospects for further fiscal stimulus. The rising spectre of inflation from both cost-push and 
demand-pull pressures also appears to have spooked the bond market. 
 
Areas most exposed to the economic cycle led equities higher whilst defensive sectors lagged. Unsurprisingly, 
most commodities also continued to benefit, with oil prices in particular gaining more than 20% over the 
quarter, although gold prices fell by as much as 10% as traditional safe havens lost their lustre, partially 
reversing a strong run for the precious metal over the past two years. One anomaly was the strength of the 
US dollar, which normally weakens during period of falling risk aversion, as the mounting prospect of 
significant twin deficits in the US appeared to be offset by the potential for higher interest rates. 
 
With many “value” areas that had previously been on the wrong side of the pandemic highly represented in 
the reflationary beneficiaries, MSCI AC World Value Index beat its Growth counterpart by more than 8.5%, 
closing some of the ground it lost during most of 2020. However, it was more about the re-rating of value 
stocks rather than a notable correction in prior winners, as both the FANG+ index and NASDAQ 100 only 
modestly underperformed. Meanwhile, a common barometer of the market’s preference for defensive stocks, 
the MSCI AC World Minimum Volatility Index, underperformed by 2.8% whilst MSCI AC World Quality Index 
was also behind the broader market. 
 
Within the largest stocks, Alphabet enjoyed the strongest returns (+17.7% in USD terms), whilst Facebook and 
Microsoft also posted above market gains. In contrast, Apple, Amazon, Netflix and Tesla all declined in both 
relative and absolute terms. We regard this dispersion as an encouraging sign that a degree of discrimination 
between these stocks is returning. However, other signs of speculative activity were manifest in the price of 
Bitcoin which rose by 30% in March alone and is up by more than 100% year to date. 
 
The best performing sectors in the first quarter were energy, financials and industrials. Within industrials, this 
was driven in part by the major, long-established auto manufacturers that enjoyed solid performance as the 
market started to reflect the EV potential in their stock prices. This is a timely reminder at a salient point in 
time that competition from the old economy should still be viewed as a risk and valid competitor to some new 
economy stocks, with this risk not appropriately reflected in the excessive valuations present in some stocks. 
Within financials, banks in particular tend to benefit from improving credit conditions and a steeper yield curve 
due to the nature of their business model (borrow short, lend long) whilst traditional high yield proxies such 
as utilities and consumer staples were at the other end of the league table. Regionally, the UK was one of the 
best performing major markets with Japan and emerging markets lagging, in no small part driven by currency 
performance. The relatively slower pace of vaccinations in Continental Europe and the prospect of a third wave 
of lockdowns was also reflected in the underperformance of the region. 
 
Fund commentary  

 
In line with the broader market rotation that commenced late last year following the arrival of successful 
vaccines, the strategy significantly outperformed its benchmark during the first quarter. At a high level, 
the broadening out of market participation beyond a very narrow group of popular ultra-mega cap stocks 
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is a far more favourable environment given our diversified approach. The extreme narrowness of the 
market in recent years, particularly during 2020, was highly unusual by historical standards and closely 
related to the strong headwinds against value aware approaches but had increasingly become 
unsustainable. 
 
Gains were broad based across all regions and sectors but were primarily driven by overweight positions 
in very attractively valued areas that were previously oversold. More specifically, holdings in financials 
(insurers, asset managers), industrials (commercial services, electrical equipment), homebuilders and 
autos all contributed positively. Regionally, stock selection was particularly strong in the US and Emerging 
Asia. Being underweight Apple and Amazon on valuation grounds also assisted given their relative 
underperformance. Partly offsetting these gains were selected holdings in more defensive areas such as 
healthcare (health providers & equipment makers) and home products which offer both value and quality 
characteristics but tend to lag in a strong market environment. The strategy’s underweight to many 
energy and material stocks on environmental grounds was another headwind given their very strong 
returns. 
 
One strength of a disciplined investment process is the more objective view it provides with regard to 
locking in gains during a rotational period whilst also assessing whether any areas have been left behind. 
Heading into 2021, the strategy was positioned to benefit from a continuation of the recovery of 
previously out-of-favour areas whilst maintaining its core objective of a superior Sustainability profile. 
Financials was a good example of a sector where we saw the opportunity for further recovery. We began 
the year with a larger sector exposure driven by holdings in high quality names in life and health insurers, 
banks and asset managers and we added further to in January (e.g. US and Asian banks in emerging 
markets). As the quarter progressed, we trimmed positions following their outperformance. Valuations 
still remain relatively attractive, albeit to a lesser extent than previously, and we therefore continue to be 
overweight but to a lesser degree. We also saw opportunities for profit taking in both technology 
(hardware and semiconductors) and industrials (electrical equipment and machinery) following strong 
returns. 
 
At the end of the first quarter, we would make two key observations. Firstly, the pace of recovery in many 
cyclical value positions has been rapid and, through our process of rebalancing, we have steadily trimmed 
back to lock-in profits in areas such as insurers, furniture retail, homebuilders, machinery, semis and tech 
hardware. Second, quality and defensive yield had started to appear oversold, although this is not 
unusual in the early stages of a rotation where the market is more focused on turnaround stocks. From 
our perspective, this creates a very attractive opportunity across high quality areas of consumer staples, 
telecoms and healthcare. 
 
The strategy's most significant exposures continue to be in the technology and health care sectors. We 
also find a breadth of opportunities in industrials and financials. Meanwhile, we maintain a lower 
exposure to the resources and utilities sectors. 
 
In the more defensive areas we retain our overweight to health care (principally global pharmaceuticals) 
despite selective trimming during the first quarter. This area represents a high quality valuation anomaly 
as the industry is the cheapest it has been in at least a quarter of a century. Elsewhere, consumer staples 
exposure increased. Whilst we are mindful of valuations in this sector, the underperformance of the 
sector in the earlier part of the first quarter due to the preference for more economically sensitive stocks 
created a good valuation opportunity to top up positions (re-allocating profits from other sectors), 
particularly in many of the highest quality stocks (e.g. US and UK food & drink and home product 
industries). We remain of the view that utilities are mostly poor quality businesses and are unattractive 
on valuation grounds, particularly in the US market and regardless of their increasingly less attractive 
bond surrogate status. In addition, utilities generally have a poorer environmental profile due to the 
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energy intensive nature of their operations and the significant carbon emissions generated. We do 
however actively seek opportunities in renewable focussed companies which marginally decreases our 
underweight to the sector. 
 
We also continue to observe opportunities within cyclicals. Financials remain a larger sector exposure on 
an absolute basis, despite disciplined profit taking over the quarter. The exposure is driven by the 
plethora of attractively valued opportunities we observe across the market. We still remain cautious in a 
number of areas in emerging markets, with our focus on asset quality and balance sheet strength, but a 
good balance of high quality and deep value opportunities are represented in the strategy. The highest 
quality opportunities today are spread across life & health insurance, asset managers and many US 
regional banks. Another area where we locked-in profits was industrials as we trimmed positions in 
names where price appreciation had also moved ahead of fundamentals, driven by optimism on an 
improving economic outlook. While some areas within the industrials space remain reasonably valued, 
the outperformance of some stocks imply strong profitability and revenue growth expectations that are 
unlikely to be realised.  
 
The Fund remains underweight both the materials and energy sectors. We are highly selective in this 
space, only holding the most attractive companies, focussing on quality and balance sheet strength 
combined with stronger environmental risk management considerations. 
 
Outlook 

 
It is encouraging that the long anticipated recovery in value stocks not only continued during the first quarter 
but broadened out beyond the market’s narrow perception of “re-opening” beneficiaries. However, the still 
substantial discount of “value” stocks to the market, particularly when assessed against the winners of recent 
years, suggests that this re-rating process has only just commenced as relative valuations have merely 
returned to levels observed immediately prior to the pandemic. By way of illustration of the potential 
opportunity, a return to the historical norm of long run valuation multiples for cheap stocks would imply 
further outperformance of close to 30% from this point. Equally, we still expect to see a more pronounced 
correction in the market darlings of recent years. 
 
Investors have increasingly bought into the prospects for a rapid “V-shaped” global economic recovery but 
recent evidence of a worrying third wave of COVID-19 cases in Europe in particular and the wide dispersion in 
the pace of vaccinations around the world more broadly suggest that some caution is warranted. At the very 
least, the recovery from the pandemic is likely to be uneven and desynchronised. As a result, we increasingly 
advocate being ever more selective in the “deep-value” areas of the market, such as resources and financials, 
where valuations are still very cheap despite recent strong gains but these valuations also reflective of their 
weaker fundamentals. 
 
Fortunately, there are an abundance of “quality-value” stocks that have not participated in the market’s recent 
rotation, many of which are trading on valuation multiples that are implicitly discounting an extremely 
pessimistic outlook. This is particularly true for the higher quality stocks which we inherently prefer, those with 
stable profits and in a stronger financial position, which have been neglected despite the fact that they offer 
greater security against a range of uncertain outcomes. Many healthcare and telecoms stocks would fall into 
this cohort. 
 
In short, we are ensuring that we have a balanced exposure in order to benefit from a wider range of market 
scenarios. At a high level, our diversified and very scalable approach is well suited to exploit short-term swings 
in sentiment, providing that market participation remains broad based. In summary, there are many more 
ways to generate returns than was the case during the extremely narrow market of 2017-2020 where just a 
handful of predominantly large stocks dominated. 
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ESG update 

 
As responsible asset owners, the QEP Investment Team are committed to sustainability and active stewardship 
to promote positive impact through our investment activities. Utilising Schroders’ global profile to encourage 
progress, we are strong advocates of the idea that through active ownership and appropriate engagement, 
we can recognise the new challenges organisations face with an expectation to drive positive transformation, 
reduce risks and unlock shareholder value.  
 
The QEP Investment team continues to work closely with Schroders’ central Sustainable Investment team to 
drive our engagement programme. During the first quarter of 2021 more than 120 engagements were 
conducted with companies held across the QEP desk covering a wide range of sustainability topics. 
 
In December 2020 Schroders signed up to the Net Zero Asset Manager initiative. The aim of this initiative is to 
encourage members to commit to supporting the goal of net zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 or 
sooner. Following this commitment, Schroders’ CEO reached out to members of the FTSE 350 to request that 
they disclose detailed climate transition plans along with full transition cost analysis. We are monitoring the 
situation closely. Some companies held by the QEP Investment team that we engaged with regarding this topic 
included Diploma, Auto Trader and Relx. 
 
Following thematic engagements carried out over the past two years on fossil fuels, particularly the transition 
away from coal, we initiated a further climate change related thematic engagement centred on fossil fuel 
financing. This engagement covered financial companies we hold including UBS, Goldman Sachs and 
Huntington Bancshares. Through this engagement we discussed their long-term climate strategy and sought 
a commitment to align their financing activities with the goals of the Paris Agreement through related targets 
and policy introductions. We suggested a publicly disclosed lending policy to set out their lending approach to 
firms involved in more socially or environmentally sensitive activities and improved disclosure of any fossil fuel 
related credit exposure and risk. 
 
Alongside this, we initiated a number of engagements on a range of company specific issues. One example 
from the first quarter of 2021 is Tencent, who our Sustainable Investment team contacted on the issue of data 
privacy. Through this we requested a consolidated disclosure of its data privacy practices covering its entire 
business operations as well as increased information regarding its content moderation practices specific to its 
chat platforms. We also engaged with Nexans, the French fibre optic cable manufacturer, on proposed 
changes to their remuneration methodology. Specifically we welcomed the increased weighting of 
sustainability metrics in their pay plan. The company confirmed ESG criteria will now account for 50% of the 
boards annual bonus, up from 15% which we regard as a clear indication of their commitment to sustainability 
factors moving forward. The long term electrification of their business and new initiatives to accelerate the 
firm’s carbon neutral programme were cited as specific metrics that the company will use to measure their 
progress. 
 
Furthermore, we continue to embrace the importance of a proactive voting programme to help facilitate our 
stewardship activities, utilising the weight of Schroders’ asset base and associated voting rights to promote 
our engagement priorities. We make considered use of our voting rights, acting in line with our fiduciary 
responsibilities in what we deem to be the best interests of our clients. As a firm, Schroders votes on all 
resolutions unless we are specifically restricted from doing so with all voting carried out by Schroders' 
corporate governance specialists. In Q1 2021 we voted at over 514 meetings on almost 4,968 resolutions for 
companies held across the QEP desk, of which 8% of votes were not with management. Votes against 
management centred on issues such as equity issuance proposals, remuneration policy and board 
composition. 
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Important Information  
Opinions, estimates and projections in this article constitute the current judgement of the author(s) as at the date of 
this article.  They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Schroder Investment Management Australia Limited, ABN 
22 000 443 274, AFS Licence 226473 ("Schroders") or any member of the Schroders Group and are subject to change 
without notice. 
 
In preparing this article, we have relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and 
completeness of all information available from public sources or which was otherwise reviewed by us. 
 
Schroders does not give any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of information which is 
contained in this article. Except insofar as liability under any statute cannot be excluded, Schroders and its directors, 
employees, consultants or any company in the Schroders Group do not accept any liability (whether arising in 
contract, in tort or negligence or otherwise) for any error or omission in this article or for any resulting loss or damage 
(whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise) suffered by the recipient of this article or any other person. 
 
This article does not contain, and should not be relied on as containing any investment, accounting, legal or tax 
advice. Before making any decision relating to a Schroders fund, you should obtain and read a copy of the relevant 
disclosure document for that fund to consider the appropriateness of the fund to your objectives, financial situation 
and needs. 
 
You should note that past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
 
Schroders may record and monitor telephone calls for security, training and compliance purposes. 


